We describe recent modifications to the UEDGE code that enable us to simulate full double-null magnetic configurations.
We present simulation results for magnetically balanced double nulls, with and without asymmetries due to divertor recycling and cross-field drifts. Up/down electron temperature asymmetries due to recycling are weak for attached plasmas because the magnetic connection length is shorter than for comparable single-null plasmas.
Cross-field drifts due to radial electric fields produce strong poloidal ion particle fluxes at the midplane in the SOL that can drive up/down asymmetries.
Introduction
Peak heat flux is a limiting factor in divertors for tokamak reactors. Some reduction in peak heat flux can be achieved by splitting the divertor power via double-null configurations. These configurations can also provide increased flexibility for power and particle control in present experiments, but they complicate the interpretation of observed plasma asymmetries. In DIII-D double-null discharge experiments [l] the plasma asymmetries can be attributed to a combination of magnetic imbalance, divertor plate and pumping configuration asymmetries and cross-field drifts. Electrical biasing of the divertor plates can also induce asymmetries. In this report we begin to assess the relative importance of these effects with simulation results from the UEDGE code [2] . Previous work by Marchand [3] addressed the magnetic imbalance issue, but without drifts. For single-null plasmas, UEDGE simulations [4] show that cross-field drifts can significantly affect the inboard/outboard divertor asymmetry. Up/down asymmetries in double-null configurations are similarly affected.
Model
The UEDGE code is a two-dimensional fluid model for simulating edge plasmas. Previous versions of the code modeled only the lower half of a double null configuration, and imposed up/down symmetry conditions at the midplane. To simulate a full double null with UEDGE, we have modified the grid generation package so as to produce a computational mesh that includes both x-points. We start by generating separate meshes for the upper and lower halves using the existing capability of the grid generator package. These two halves are mapped into the final structured mesh of the full double null. We impose constraints on the mesh generation to ensure that the same set of flux surfaces are used for both upper and lower halves of the mesh; however, upper and lower private flux regions need not use the same flux surfaces. An example of a balanced double null mesh is shown in Fig. 1 The computa.tional mesh for the UEDGE code consists of quadrilateral cells which are indexed into a logically rectangular array. The indexing of the cells for a full asymmetric double null configuration is illustrated in Fig. 2 algorithm for our standard single null configuration. The physical space mesh is separated into two regions by artificial "cuts" extending vertically through the x-points, i.e., the two regions correspond roughly to inboard and outboard halves of the mesh. Each half of the physical mesh is mapped onto a rectangular mesh in the poloidal-radial index space in the standard B2-UEDGE manner. Inboard and outboard halves of the plasma and target pla,tes are treated in a manner which easily generalizes to multiple x-points. This could allow simulation of toroidally symmetric multipole divertor configurations or stellerator divertor configurations (with assumed helical symmetry). More general x-point configurations could be modelled. For example, a quadrupole configuration in physical space would map to index space as four distinct regions, each of which is similar to the standard B2-UEDGE single null index space,
The plasma model in UEDGE is essentially unchanged for full double-null simulations. Recycling, pumping and sputtering properties must now be specified separately for each of the distinct surface segments. We do not impose symmetry boundary conditions at the midplane. Continuity conditions at the artificial "cuts" in the mesh are handled automatically by the use of indirect addressing which connects cells on either side of a cut even though they appear in different regions of the mesh in index space. The electrostatic potential is derived from the current flow model described in Ref. [5] . N o modification of the potential equation is needed for a double-null configuration, but spatial resolution of sharp gradients near slightly mis-matched separatrices may impose serious practical constraints on the radial mesh.
Poloidal Index(k) - For up/down symmetric mesh and target plate configurations, we find that in the absence of cross field drifts the plasma solutions are exactly symmetric as expected. This demonstrates that our numerical solution algorithm does not introduce artificial asymmetry. This is particularly important because we use a staggered velocity mesh which requires extra care in implementing the numerical differencing, especially near the x-points and target plates. We have successfully tested up/down symmetry for several magnetic geometries, including NSTX [6] and DIII-D. These tests included non-orthogonal meshes, inertial neutrals and electrical current flow to ensure that implementation of these physics models in UEDGE does not contain any built-in asymmetry.
One of the simplest sources of plasma asymmetry can arise due to differences in recycling at the various divertor plates. Sample results that illustrate this effect are shown in Fig.  3 . Plasma conditions on the core boundary were fixed density (n = 3.5 x 101gm-3) and temperature (T, = Ti = 175 eV). The ion particle recycling coefficient, R,, is defined by rn = -R, . r;
where I'; is the ion particle flux incident on the target plate and In is the neutral particle flux reflected or desorbed from the target plate. Symmetric reference cases with particle recycling coefficients R, = 1.0 and R, = 0.95 at all target plates show the expected higher plasma temperature with lower recycling. The asymmetric recycling case had R, = 1.0 on the lower inboard and upper outboard divertor plates with R, = 0.95 on the upper inboard and lower outboard plates. Two observations are evident: (1) the most significant effect of reducing the recycling on any plate is an overall increase in the level of the electron temperature along the entire flux surface, and (2) the effect of recycling asymmetry is stronger on the outboard flux surfaces where the connection length between plates is longer. The flux surface on the inboard side shows essentially no asymmetry in the electron temperature. Cross-field drifts can give rise to strong inboard/outboard asymmetries for single null plasmas [4] , [5] . In d ou bl e null configurations they contribute to both inboard/outboard and up/down asymmetry for double nulls. In Fig. 4 we illustrate the effect of drifts on ion particle fluxes across the cuts in the private flux regions and at the midplane for a magnetically balanced configuration in DIII-D. The direction of the toroidal magnetic field is the "standard" DIII-D configuration, so the ion V&drift is toward the lower x-point. The drifts are calculated for a fixed plasma background, but they are indicative of the changes we can expect in the self-consistent steady state. The dominant effect is due to radial electric fields in the SOL and private flux regions. Near the lower x-point, the electric field in the private flux region is directed downward, giving rise to a particle flux from right to left; near the upper x-point, the electric field in the private flux region is directed upward, so the particle flux is from left to right. At the midplanes, the electric field in the SOL is directed radially outward from the separatrix, so the E x B flux is upward at the inboard midplane and downward at the outboard midplane. These poloidal fluxes are all large compared to the corresponding fluxes in the absence of drifts, so we can expect the ion density in the divertors to change appreciably. One view of these flows is as a net transport of ions from the outboard half to the inboard half, and from the upper half to the lower half. These flows can also be viewed as a net transport ions into and out of the various divertor legs; in this case the lower outboard divertor has the largest net influx and the upper outboard divertor has the largest net outflux. The ion particle fluxes onto the divertor plates are only weakly affected by the drifts. We have not yet obtained a self-consistent steady state for this double null plasma with drifts due to numerical convergence problems. There is considerable structure in the electric field near the separatrix that needs to be resolved.
Summary and Conclusions
We have shown that the UEDGE code can simulate full double null edge plasma configurations. Up/down asymmetries due to divertor recycling and cross-field drifts have been demonstrated for magnetically balanced double nulls.
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